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Orientation Maps of Subjective Contours in
Visual Cortex

Bhavin R. Sheth, Jitendra Sharma, S. Chenchal Rao,
Mriganka Sur*

Responses to subjective contours in visual cortical areas V1 and V2 in adult cats were
investigated by optical imaging of intrinsic signals and single-unit recording. Both V1 and
V2 contain maps of the orientation of subjective gratings that have their basis in specific
kinds of neuronal responses to subjective orientations. A greater proportion of neurons
in V2 than in V1 show a robust response to subjective edges. Through the use of
subjective stimuli in which the orientation of the luminance component is invariant, an
unmasked V1 response to subjective edges alone can be demonstrated. The data
indicate that the processing of subjective contours begins as early as V1 and continues
progressively in higher cortical areas.

Contours that are perceived under stimulus
configurations in which the stimulus lacks
any physical discontinuity (such as a lumi-
nance border) are termed subjective or illu-
sory contours. Subjective contours and sub-
jective shapes can be perceived in a manner
analogous to the perception of luminance

contours and shapes (1), suggesting that
subjective and luminance contours might
be processed in similar manner, perhaps by
similar neural substrates. A subset of neu-
rons in V2 of monkeys has been shown to
respond to subjective edges (2). In addition,
cells in monkey V1 have been reported to
respond to subjective edges (3); however,
the stimuli used were different from classi-
cal subjective stimuli because they had a
luminance gradient across the putative
“subjective” edge. Thus, the question of
whether or not V1 neurons respond to sub-
jective stimuli remains unresolved. Further-
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more, whether cells responsive to subjective
edges are organized into maps, and how the
organization relates to that of cells respon-
sive to luminance edges, remains open. We
now demonstrate that cells in both V2 and
V1 of cats are responsive to subjective
edges, and cells with the same subjective
orientation preference are clustered to form
maps that bear a systematic relation to maps
of orientation preference for luminance
edges.

Cats perceive subjective contours (4)
and are able to discriminate fine differences
in the orientation of subjective edges (5).
We investigated the ability of subjective
contours to drive cells in V1 (area 17) and
V2 (area 18) of adult cat visual cortex (6)
using intrinsic signal optical imaging (7)
and single-unit recording. To quantitatively
compare cortical responses to subjective
and luminance stimuli, we used luminance
gratings composed of light and dark bars (or
thinner lines), and subjective gratings com-
posed of orthogonal inducing lines (Fig.
1A). If neurons in visual cortex signal the
subjective orientation and ignore the or-
thogonal inducing lines (luminance edges),
the locations of orientation domains im-
aged with luminance and subjective grat-
ings should match closely (Fig. 1A, left).
Thus, for each pixel comprising the optical
map, the orientation preference for subjec-
tive and luminance gratings should be near-
ly identical. A histogram of pixel count
showing the difference in orientation pref-
erence obtained with the two types of stim-
uli should therefore yield a histogram with
all of the pixels comprising the bin at 0°
orientation difference (Fig. 1B, left). Con-
versely, if neurons respond solely to the
inducing lines and ignore the orthogonal
subjective edges (Fig. 1A, right), maps for
luminance and subjective gratings should
be complementary (compare, for example,
the hypothetical maps at upper left and
lower right of Fig. 1A). A histogram of
pixels showing the difference in orientation
preference between the two maps would
therefore show all pixels in the bins at690°
orientation difference (Fig. 1B, right). In
either instance, pixels at an orientation dif-
ference intermediate between 0° and 690°
would represent combined responses to
both subjective and luminance components
of the subjective grating (Fig. 1B). The
single-neuron responses that underlie such
optically imaged maps are shown in Fig. 1C.
The tuned response of a cell to a luminance
grating is shown in vector form in Fig. 1C
(left), whereas possible responses to subjec-
tive gratings with orthogonal subjective and
luminance orientations are shown in Fig.
1C (right). A cell could respond to the
subjective component alone (Fig. 1C, right,
“pure subjective response”), to the inducing

lines alone (Fig. 1C, right, “pure luminance
response”), or to a combination of the two
(Fig. 1C, right, “combined responses”).
These response types would be represented
in the orientation difference histograms of
Fig. 1B as lying, respectively, in the 0°,
690°, or intermediate orientation differ-
ence bins.

Responses from a patch of V2 (8) to
gratings of similar luminance and subjective
orientations are shown in Fig. 2, A and B,
respectively. Their orientation domains

overlap in spatial location and extent. The
composite luminance and subjective grating
maps (9), combining the responses at all
stimulus orientations (10), are shown in
Fig. 2, C and D. We determined the relative
contributions of the subjective and lumi-
nance components of the subjective grating
to the cortical response by computing the
difference in orientation preference be-
tween luminance and subjective gratings for
each pixel (a map of “subjective signal
strength”) (11). The resultant difference
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Fig. 1. (A and B) Hypo-
thetical cortical responses
to luminance and subjec-
tive gratings and a com-
parison of the two maps.
Schematic response im-
ages for 0° (vertical) and
90° (horizontal) luminance
gratings are shown at the
top in green and red, re-
spectively. Schematic re-
sponse images for a 0°
subjective grating (verti-
cal subjective orientation,
horizontal inducing lines),
demonstrating two pos-
sible extremes of re-
sponse, are shown be-
low. If cells in cortex re-
spond exclusively to the
orientation of the subjec-
tive edges in the stimulus
and ignore the inducing
lines (luminance edges),
the same patches of cor-
tex that prefer a 0° lumi-
nance edge will also be
activated by a 0° subjec-
tive edge (A, left); that is, a
given pixel will exhibit a
preference for luminance
and subjective gratings of the same orientation. A histogram (B, left)
of the difference in orientation preference between luminance and
subjective gratings (abscissa) versus pixel count (ordinate) will show
all the pixels clustered at 0° (solid line with arrowhead indicating
100% pixels at 0° orientation difference; labeled “pure subjective response”). If a plurality of neurons
responds to luminance and subjective gratings of the same orientation, the difference histogram will peak
at 0°, and the remainder of the pixels will exhibit a range of orientation differences (dashed line, labeled
“combined responses”). However, if all cells in cortex prefer the orthogonal inducing lines and disregard
the subjective orientation, the regions of cortex that respond to the 0° luminance grating would not
respond to a 0° subjective edge; rather, the regions of activationwouldmatch the 90° luminance response
patches (A, right). A given pixel would exhibit orientation preferences for luminance and subjective grating
stimuli that would differ by 90°, and a histogram of the difference in orientation preference versus pixel
count (B, right) would consist of all its pixels lying in one of two bins at 690° (arrowheads, labeled “pure
luminance response”). However, if not all the neurons ignore the subjective edges, the histogram would
have non-zero numbers of pixels at other orientation differences (dashed line). (C) Hypothetical single-
neuron responses to luminance and subjective gratings. (Left) The preferred response of a cell to a 0°
(vertical) luminance grating in vector form. The vector points in the orientation (vertical, only one direction
shown) of the luminance grating. (Right) The possible responses that may be elicited from the cell with
subjective gratings in which the subjective and luminance orientations are orthogonal. A response to a
vertical subjective orientation alone and no response to the horizontal inducing lines is shown as the vector
labeled “pure subjective response”; a response only to the inducing lines and no response to the subjective
orientation is shown as the vector labeled “pure luminance response”; responses that combine the two
components (in different proportions) are shown as “combined responses.” These responses are elicited
from subjective gratings with 0°, 90°, or intermediate subjective orientations, respectively. In an orientation
difference histogram (preferred luminance grating orientation 2 preferred subjective grating orientation),
they would thus contribute to the 0°, 90°, or intermediate bins, respectively.

REPORTS
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map is shown in Fig. 2E (regions with an
orientation difference less than 622.5° are
shown in black, regions with an orientation
difference greater than 667.5° are shown in
white). The orientation difference map
shows that a substantial portion of V2 (cod-
ed in black) has a preference for similar

luminance and subjective orientations. The
map also demonstrates that the orientation
preference of neurons for the luminance
and subjective components of subjective
gratings varies smoothly across the cortical
surface (darker shades of gray represent pro-
gressively stronger preference for the sub-

jective edges relative to the inducing lines).
Neurons with a given response preference
are clustered, and neurons with adjacent
preferences are organized, in specific places,
in a radial, pinwheel-like manner (Fig. 2F
shows a typical radial organization at a
higher magnification). The density of pin-
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Fig. 2. Optical and single-unit responses to subjective gratings in V2. (A and
B) Differential maps for (A) luminance gratings and (B) subjective gratings.
The differential maps were obtained by subtracting the raw images in re-
sponse to a 135° grating, summed and averaged over all stimulus trials, from
the raw images in response to a 45° grating for the same set of trials (see text
for details). The spatial frequency of luminance and subjective gratings (sub-
jective edges) was 0.15 cycle per degree each; the inducing lines were
spaced at a frequency of 0.45 cycle per degree. (C and D) Composite
orientation-preference maps in V2 for (C) luminance and (D) subjective grat-
ings. To obtain these composite maps, we summed vectorially the response
at each pixel to the stimulus orientations (including both directions of motion)
and displayed the resultant angle of preferred orientation in pseudo-color
according to the key at right. Luminance and subjective gratings of identical
orientation are coded in the same color (for example, pixels that respond best
to a vertical subjective grating and a vertical luminance grating are both
shown in blue). (E) Themap of orientation differences [comparing (C) and (D)].
For each pixel, the difference between its luminance and subjective orienta-
tion preference was computed and coded in one of four shades of gray: 0° to
622.5°, black; 622.5° to 645°, dark gray; 645° to 667.5°, light gray; and
667.5° to690°, white. (F) Magnified portion from (E), showing the pinwheel-
like radial arrangement of neurons. Regions of positive and negative orienta-
tion difference are coded by the same gray level; hence each gray level is
represented twice around a pinwheel center. (G) The pixel difference histo-
gram comparing orientation preference for luminance and subjective grat-
ings, derived from themaps in (C) and (D). The histogram shows a peak close
to 0° orientation difference, indicating a strong response in V2 to subjective
orientations. Twenty-two percent of pixels fell in the central 20° (210° to
110°) orientation difference, and 84% were within 670° orientation differ-
ence. (H) Effect of inducing line density on subjective orientation responses in
V2. Inducing line spatial frequency, 0.225 cycle/degree; only 3% of pixels fell
in the central 20° (210° to110°) orientation difference, and 46%were within
670° orientation difference. The histograms in (G) and (H) were significantly
different (P , 0.001, x2 test). ( I ) Examples of single-neuron responses to
subjective gratings in V2. ( i ) Polar plots of responses to drifting luminance
and subjective gratings from a complex, non–end-stopped cell in V2. The
angle of stimulus motion is plotted along the circle, and the magnitude of the
cell’s response (in spikes per second) is plotted radially. The cell had a
receptive field of dimensions 12° by 10°, located at an eccentricity of 9°
below the horizontal meridian. The cell responded best to an obliquely ori-
ented luminance grating (i, left) moving down and to the right, and to a
subjective grating (i, right) of the same orientation and direction. (ii) The
responses to luminance or subjective gratings of eight different orientations
were summed vectorially, in the samemanner as for each pixel in the imaging
experiments. The resultant orientation vector shows the cell’s luminance
(shown in green) and subjective (shown in red) orientation preferences and
the magnitude of its response to the preferred orientations (represented by
vector length). These are orientation vectors, with angles that vary between
0° and 180°. The preferred luminance and subjective orientations of the
cell were nearly identical (differing by 3°), indicating a response to the
subjective orientation alone. Bar, 10 spikes per second. (iii) A cell whose
luminance and subjective orientation preferences differed by 47°, indicat-
ing a nearly equal combination of responses to the subjective and lumi-
nance components of the subjective grating. Bar, 1 spike per second. (iv)
A cell whose luminance and subjective orientation preferences were nearly
orthogonal (differing by 89°), indicating a response solely to the luminance-
defined inducing lines. Bar, 5 spikes per second. (J) Frequency histogram
of the difference in orientation preference between luminance and subjec-
tive gratings of V2 neurons (n 5 38). Each cell’s luminance and subjective
orientation preferences were obtained as above. Cells were then binned
into 20° bins depending on the difference between the two; neurons whose orientation preference for luminance and subjective gratings differed by a
value within 210° to 110° were summed into the central bin (21 cells, 55%), and so on. In addition, 7 cells did not show a clear orientation preference
for luminance gratings and 12 cells did not respond to either the subjective edges or the inducing lines.
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wheels is 2.3 per square millimeter. The
difference histogram (Fig. 2G), quantifying
the difference map of Fig. 2E, shows that a
large proportion of pixels respond to simi-
larly oriented luminance and subjective
gratings. These results, which are represen-
tative of maps from V2 in three animals,
demonstrate that many neurons in V2 re-
spond in an orientation-specific manner to
subjective gratings, and that these neurons
are organized into maps of orientation pref-
erence that bear a systematic relation to
those for luminance gratings.

The spacing between inducing lines is
important in the perception of subjective
contours (5). We doubled the spacing be-
tween the inducing lines (and also doubled
the thickness of each individual line in
order to maintain the same overall stimulus
luminance) and observed a marked change
in the V2 response. The same cortex that
showed a clear response to subjective edges
composed of a high density of inducing
lines (Fig. 2G) now gave a strong response
to the inducing lines with little or no re-
sponse to the subjective edges in the stim-
ulus (Fig. 2H). Thus, changing the density
of inducing lines changes the physiological
response of V2 to subjective gratings.

Single-unit recordings in V2 (12), in
which the same stimuli were used as for
optical imaging, showed that individual
neuron responses were consistent with the
imaging results. A V2 cell that responded
best to the same orientation of luminance
and subjective gratings is shown in Fig. 2I (i
and ii). Apart from such neurons that re-
spond to subjective edges alone, V2 also
contains neurons that respond to a combi-
nation of subjective edges and inducing
lines [Fig. 2I (iii)] or to the inducing lines
alone [Fig. 2I (iv)] in the subjective grating.
Of all cells recorded in V2 that responded
to subjective gratings (38 of 57 cells), 21
cells showed a response to subjective grat-
ings with a preferred orientation within
610° of the preferred orientation of lumi-
nance gratings (Fig. 2J), indicating that
these cells responded almost exclusively to
the subjective edges in the subjective grat-
ing. For another 13 cells, responses to sub-
jective gratings were tuned to an orienta-
tion intermediate between 610° and 670°
of their preferred luminance grating orien-
tation, indicating that these cells carried
signatures of both luminance and subjective
components in their responses (13). To-
gether, the majority of V2 neurons in our
sample (60% of cells) conveyed informa-
tion about subjective orientations (14).

We next examined V1 responses to sub-
jective gratings constructed with stimulus
parameters derived from the known stimulus
selectivity of V1 cells (15) (four animals).
Maps of V1 in response to luminance grat-

ings and to subjective gratings with a high
spatial frequency of inducing lines are shown
in Fig. 3, A and B, respectively. The orien-
tation difference map showed the presence
of regions (Fig. 3C, coded in shades of gray)
whose response depended to a varying extent
on the orientation of subjective edges. In
specific regions of the map, these cells were
also organized in a pinwheel-like manner.
Although the orientation difference maps in
V1 and V2 demonstrated that fewer pixels in
V1 than in V2 prefer the same luminance
and subjective orientation (compare Figs. 3C
and 2E), the orientation preference for lumi-
nance and subjective components varied
smoothly across the V1 map as well. The
density of pinwheels in V1 (2.8 per square
millimeter) was comparable to that in V2.
The difference histogram quantifying Fig. 3C
peaked at 690° orientation difference but
had other local maxima, some fraction of
pixels at 0° orientation difference, and a
high fraction of pixels with intermediate ori-
entation differences (see legend to Fig. 3D).
Thus, a demonstrable proportion of cells in
V1 respond to subjective edges alone or in

combination with luminance edges in the
subjective grating (16).

Single cells in V1, as in V2, showed a
range of responses to subjective gratings, al-
though the proportion of cells with the vari-
ous types of response was different in the two
cortical areas. Figure 3E shows cells in V1 that
responded almost exclusively to the orienta-
tion of subjective edges (i), to a combination
of both luminance and subjective edges in the
subjective grating (ii), or to the inducing lines
alone (iii). Of the cells in V1 that responded
to subjective gratings (35 of 43 cells), 3 had a
preference for subjective grating orientation
that was less than 610° offset from the cell’s
preferred luminance grating orientation, and
15 others showed a preference for intermedi-
ate orientations. Thus, the single-cell data
confirm that a reasonable proportion of cells
in V1 (42% in our sample) respond to either
the subjective component alone or in combi-
nation with the luminance component of the
subjective grating (17, 18).

To further examine the responses of V1
neurons to subjective edges, we devised stim-
uli to differentiate as unambiguously as pos-
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Fig. 3. Optical and single-
unit responses to subjective
gratings in V1. (A and B)
Composite orientation pref-
erence maps from V1 for (A)
luminance and (B) subjective
gratings coded according to
the color key at right. See
legend to Fig. 2, C and D, for
details. (C) Map of orienta-
tion differences [comparing
(A) and (B)]. (D) The differ-
ence histogram, although
peaking at 690° orientation
difference, had 8% of pixels
within the central 610° ori-
entation difference and 67%
of pixels within 670° orien-
tation difference, indicating
the presence of cells in V1
that responded to the sub-
jective edges in the stimulus.
Stimulus parameters includ-
ed a high spatial frequency
of inducing lines (0.45 cycle
per degree) and subjective
edges (0.5 cycle per de-
gree). (E) Examples of sin-
gle-neuron responses to
subjective gratings in V1.
Orientation vectors were ob-
tained as described in Fig. 2. ( i ) A cell whose luminance and subjective orientation preferences were
similar (differing by 10°). Bar, 10 spikes per second for luminance grating response, 5 spikes per second
for subjective grating response. (ii) A cell whose luminance and subjective orientation preferences
differed by 53°. Bar, 5 spikes per second. (iii) A cell whose luminance and subjective orientation
preferences differed by 88°. Bar, 3 spikes per second. (F) Frequency histogram of the difference in
orientation preference between luminance and subjective gratings of V1 neurons (n 5 35). Neurons
whose orientation preference for luminance and subjective gratings differed by a value between210° to
110° were summed into the central bin (three cells, 9%), and so on. In addition, two cells did not show
a clear orientation preference for luminance gratings, and six cells responded neither to the subjective
edges nor to the inducing lines in the subjective grating stimulus.
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sible between cortical responses attributable
to the subjective and luminance parts of the
stimulus. We imaged the response of visual
cortex to a pair of stimuli that had identical
inducing line orientation, identical direction
of motion (orthogonal to the inducing lines),
and that differed in a single stimulus param-
eter—the orientation of the subjective edge
(Fig. 4A). We found distinct dark and light
patches in V2 and V1 (19) corresponding to
orientation domains for the two orthogonal
subjective orientations. If the cortex did not
contain columns segregated for subjective ori-
entation preference, subtracting the response
to one subjective stimulus orientation from
that to the orthogonal orientation would re-
sult in a homogeneous optical map (the ori-
entation signal from the inducing lines is the
same for both stimuli, and subtraction of the
two optical images will eliminate the com-
mon luminance signal). However, the result-
ant map consists of response clusters that are
elicited by the subjective orientations (Fig.
4A). The orientation-specific response of a
cell in V1 to the luminance-invariant subjec-
tive grating is shown in Fig. 4B. A majority of
cells (11 of 13 cells) recorded in V1 showed
an unequivocal response to a particular sub-
jective orientation (Fig. 4C); 8 of these cells
responded well to the inducing lines in the
conventional subjective grating stimulus
(with orthogonal inducing lines). Thus, the
subjective response component of V1 cells
appears to be unmasked when examined with
subjective grating stimuli in which the orien-
tation of the luminance component is invari-
ant. When subjective gratings with orthogo-

nal inducing lines are used, the important
difference between V1 and V2 might be not
whether V1 cells have a subjective compo-
nent to their responses, but rather the extent
to which a luminance component is ex-
pressed in, and masks, responses of V1 cells to
subjective edges.

Cells in both areas V1 and V2 of cats are
orientation-selective and cluster to form col-
umns whose cells share the same orientation
preference for luminance edges (20, 21)
(Figs. 2C and 3A). We have confirmed that
V2 contains neurons that respond to the
orientation of subjective edges (2, 22), and
we now show that (i) V1 also contains neu-
rons that respond to the same kind of sub-
jective stimuli, and (ii) in both areas, these
neurons are clustered in discrete columns
and organized into maps of subjective orien-
tation preference. The maps show, in places,
a radial, pinwheel-like arrangement of orien-
tation differences (between preferred subjec-
tive and luminance orientations). A sizable
number of cells in both V1 and V2 respond
to at least a combination of subjective and
luminance edges in the subjective grating.
Specifically, V1 and V2 contain cells that
respond almost exclusively to the subjective
edges, the inducing lines alone, or a combi-
nation of the two. However, the relative
proportions of these cells differ between the
two areas: a greater proportion of cells in V2
than in V1 show a nearly exclusive response
to subjective edges. At the same time, the
majority of V1 cells can potentially convey
information about subjective orientations, as
revealed through the use of a luminance-

invariant subjective stimulus. Subjective ori-
entations appear to be signaled in a distrib-
uted manner, through the activity of large
numbers of neurons in V1 and V2.

Our study shows that even a complex vi-
sual attribute, such as subjective contour ori-
entation, can be extracted and systematically
represented in the earliest stage of visual cor-
tex, V1 (23). The processing of subjective
contours continues to the next cortical stage,
V2 (24), with more neurons providing the
perceptual signals related to a subjective ori-
entation. The presence of neurons responsive
to subjective edges in V1 and V2, their clus-
tering into modules, and their organization
into maps argues for an intricate level of net-
work organization that far exceeds the com-
plexity associated with these areas so far (25).
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Requirement of CDC42 for Salmonella-Induced
Cytoskeletal and Nuclear Responses
Li-Mei Chen, Silke Hobbie, Jorge E. Galán*

Thebacterial pathogenSalmonella typhimurium triggers host cell signaling pathways that
lead to cytoskeletal and nuclear responses required for pathogenesis. Here, the role of
the small guanosine triphosphate (GTP)–binding protein CDC42Hs in these responses
was examined. Expression of a dominant interfering mutant of CDC42 (CDC42HsN17)
prevented S. typhimurium–induced cytoskeletal reorganization and subsequent mac-
ropinocytosis and bacterial internalization into host cells. Cells expressing constitutively
active CDC42 (CDC42HsV12) internalized an S. typhimurium mutant unable to trigger
host cell responses. Furthermore, expression of CDC42HsN17 prevented S. typhimur-
ium–induced JNK kinase activation. These results indicate that CDC42 is required for
bacterial invasion and induction of nuclear responses in host cells.

Interaction of the bacterial pathogen Sal-
monella typhimurium with host cells acti-
vates a bacterially encoded protein secre-

tion system that directs the export and, in
some cases, the translocation into the host
cell of several bacterial proteins (1). These
proteins, in turn, trigger signal transduction
pathways that lead to a variety of cellular
responses.

Among these responses is an extensive
reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton, re-
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